Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Detecting ellipse in an image has received attention by many researchers in recent decades \[[@CR2]--[@CR10]\]. Many methods are developed to detect an ellipse in an image. The most method used is the Hough transform. Firstly, Hough transform is invented in 1962 by Paul Hough \[[@CR1]\] to detect straight lines in an image. Later, Hough transform is developed to detect other shapes such as ellipses \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]. An ellipse is a conic that is defined by five parameters: the semi major axe, the semi minor axe, the center and the orientation. The standard Hough transform and its derivatives calculate those parameters to extract an ellipse in an image. Teng et al. \[[@CR2]\] use two-level voting algorithms to estimate the five ellipse parameters. They developed the randomized Hough transform to eliminate noisy edge points dissimilar to ellipse patterns by analyzing the variation of the angles of tangential lines for edge points. Latour et al. \[[@CR3]\] adopt the elliptical Hough transform to extract ellipses in an image using two edge points and their associated image gradients. Their method is based on algebraic framework that is expressed in the point form or the tangential form. Xie et al. \[[@CR4]\] accumulate the length of ellipse minor axis by using one dimensional accumulator array. If the vote of minor axis is greater than the threshold, then the ellipse and its parameters are extracted.

In other hand, other methods for detecting ellipse; which are not based on Hough transform; are proposed: Ouellet et al.'s method \[[@CR5]\] is based on the dual conic model. It exploits directly the raw gradient information in the neighborhood of an ellipse's boundary, and minimize the algebraic distance to constrain the dual conic to a dual ellipse. It exists also methods based on tracking arc segments and connectivity between edge pixels to detect ellipses. Kim et al. \[[@CR6]\] extract arc segments and then merge them into an ellipse. Ellipses can be detected from the extended elliptical arc segments. Jia et al. \[[@CR7]\] used a projective invariance of characteristic number to prune line segments and pick arc segments lying on an ellipse. The picked arc segments are used to estimate ellipse parameters. They determine the ellipse center by finding the algebraic average of coordinates of intersections of bisectors of 16 parallel chords of each arc segments lying on an ellipse. Libuda et al. \[[@CR8]\] firstly extract short straight lines, then they merge these lines to small arcs which will be combined to extended arcs. Then, they create an ellipse by merging extended arcs. Mai et al.'s method \[[@CR9]\] is also based on arc segments extraction. They use the hierarchical algorithm to detect ellipse in four stages: firstly, they extract line segments that will be linked to synthetic arc segments. Then, they fit ellipse in each arc group by using RANSAC.

In this paper, we present a new method for detecting elliptical traffic signs in an image. We use three lines to find the ellipse center. Two of those lines are parallels; therefore, the third goes through the middles of the two lines. The middle of the third line is the ellipse center. Hence, we calculate the semi major and minor of the detected ellipse. The result of the proposed method shows that it works better than the state-of-the-art ellipse detectors on detecting elliptical traffic signs: simple ellipse, partially occluded ellipse, non-parallel ellipse, multiple ellipses, and noisy image. This paper is organized as follow: firstly, we present our method in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, then in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss the result of our method and finally we make some conclusions in Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}.

Method Description {#Sec2}
==================

Circle Detection {#Sec3}
----------------

At first of our work in shape detection development, we were interested in finding circles in images. We take 500 points in an image and then we relied on pairs of points to determine the circle center. We choose randomly two points: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Ellipse Detection {#Sec4}
-----------------

Our method is about finding the ellipse center by three lines $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental Evaluation {#Sec5}
=======================

We experiment the methods on 69 images that contain different cases possible of ellipse: simple ellipse, partially occluded ellipse, non-parallel ellipse, multiple ellipses, noisy image; and its different size and position.
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Fig. 3.Elliptical traffic signs detection.

We compare our method to three popular state-of-the-art ellipse detectors: joint ellipse and line segment detector ELSDc proposed by Patraucean et al. \[[@CR10]\], Jia et al.'s method \[[@CR7]\] and Xie et al.'s method \[[@CR4]\]. ELSDc \[[@CR10]\] is a line segment and ellipse detector based on the contrario theory. This detector \[[@CR10]\] performs accurately on synthetic and real images. ELSDc is available online at [dev.ipol.im/\~jirafa/elsdc/](http://dev.ipol.im/~jirafa/elsdc/). Jia et al. method \[[@CR7]\] is based on projective invariant to prune lines and pick out ellipses. It \[[@CR7]\] proved its high performance in public datasets. This detector is shared online at <https://github.com/dlut-dimt/ellipse-detector>. Xie et al.'s method \[[@CR4]\] is an ellipse hough detection method. This method \[[@CR4]\] is based on a one-dimensional accumulator array to vote on the minor axis. We reimplement Xie et al.'s method \[[@CR4]\] according to the original paper. In experiments, we are interested on detecting elliptical traffic signs in images. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} gives the result of the methods. It shows that our method has achieved higher recall and F-measure rate than the other methods. However, ELSDc performs better than our method in terms of precision. Furthermore, our method consumes lower computation time compared to ELSDc, Jia et al. method \[[@CR7]\] and Xie et al.'s method \[[@CR4]\]. ELSDc \[[@CR10]\] suffers from large computation time because of the detection of line segments and ellipses all together.

The result of the proposed method on each case of ellipse is depicted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The proposed method works well on all ellipse cases except multiple ellipses case. Its performance is poor if the image contains multiple ellipses. That happens because the false negative rate increases when more ellipses appear at the same time in an image (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (f)). Moreover, our method has achieved good result on non-parallel ellipses. In contrast, the result that we obtained for ELSDc \[[@CR10]\] and Xie et al.'s method \[[@CR4]\] on non-parallel ellipses is lower than our method and Jia et al.'s method \[[@CR7]\] in terms of F-measure: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec6}
==========

This paper has presented a method for detecting elliptical traffic signs in images. This method selects firstly two parallel lines, and then it determines the midpoints of segments limited by intersections of those two lines and the ellipse. The third line; which goes through the middles; is defined and its middle is the center of the researched ellipse. It has been shown that the proposed method can detect simple, partially occluded, non-parallel and multiple ellipses and it performs accurately on real images in presence or not of noises. Currently, we are developing the present method in order to increase its performance on images in which appear multiple ellipses.
